Notice of Screening for Symptoms of COVID-19

At The Baldwin School, the safety and wellbeing of our families and staff is of paramount importance. To protect our school community during the COVID-19 pandemic, The Baldwin School has introduced a broad range of risk mitigation measures. Screening for symptoms of and exposure to COVID-19 is one of those preventive measures to which we require all students, faculty and staff commit for the 2020-21 school year.

The Process

In order to manage the information generated by daily symptoms screening by all students, faculty and staff, The Baldwin School will be using software provided by Magnus Health (the “Magnus Health app”) to collect information. All students, faculty and staff must download an app from Magnus Health and, on a daily basis, answer the screening questions prior to arriving at our campus to join in-person school events or enter campus facilities. Any approved visitor to campus will also have to provide answers to the symptoms screening questions. Answers to the screening questions will determine whether an individual is permitted to enter our physical campus facilities or to join in-person school events, in accordance with the latest public health guidance regarding what symptoms to use to screen for COVID-19. The Baldwin School will monitor public health guidance throughout the 2020-21 school year and, as necessary and appropriate, update the symptoms screening questions.

The Magnus Health app will transmit your answers to The Baldwin School’s Pandemic Response Team, which is comprised of the School’s Wellness Coordinator and Nurses. Your answers will be used to protect the school community from potential exposure to COVID-19 and as permitted by law. The Pandemic Response Team will use the information collected via the Magnus Health app to screen students, faculty, staff, and visitors to campus and will share information received through the Magnus Health app on a purely need-to-know basis. In addition, Magnus Health is contractually obligated to maintain the confidentiality of information provided via its screening software.

Contact Us

If you have questions regarding our symptoms check protocols or use of the Magnus Health app, please contact a member of Baldwin’s Pandemic Response Team: our Wellness Coordinator (Kerrie Snead, ksnead@baldwinschool.org) and
School Nurses (Doreen Jones, djones@baldwinschool.org; Diane Lacing, dlacing@baldwinschool.org; or Kim Elgart, kim.elgart@baldwinschool.org).
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